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Abstract—Sentiment classification is a topic-sensitive task, i.e., a classifier trained from one topic will perform worse on another. This
is especially a problem for the tweets sentiment analysis. Since the topics in Twitter are very diverse, it is impossible to train a universal
classifier for all topics. Moreover, compared to product review, Twitter lacks data labeling and a rating mechanism to acquire sentiment
labels. The extremely sparse text of tweets also brings down the performance of a sentiment classifier. In this paper, we propose a
semi-supervised topic-adaptive sentiment classification (TASC) model, which starts with a classifier built on common features and
mixed labeled data from various topics. It minimizes the hinge loss to adapt to unlabeled data and features including
topic-related sentiment words, authors’ sentiments and sentiment connections derived from “@” mentions of tweets, named as
topic-adaptive features. Text and non-text features are extracted and naturally split into two views for co-training. The TASC learning
algorithm updates topic-adaptive features based on the collaborative selection of unlabeled data, which in turn helps to select more
reliable tweets to boost the performance. We also design the adapting model along a timeline (TASC-t) for dynamic tweets. An
experiment on 6 topics from published tweet corpuses demonstrates that TASC outperforms other well-known supervised and
ensemble classifiers. It also beats those semi-supervised learning methods without feature adaption. Meanwhile, TASC-t can also
achieve impressive accuracy and F-score. Finally, with timeline visualization of “river” graph, people can intuitively grasp the ups and
downs of sentiments’ evolvement, and the intensity by color gradation.
Index Terms—Sentiment classification, social media, topic-adaptive, cross-domain, multiclass SVM, adaptive feature
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booming Microblog service, Twitter, attracts more
people to post their feelings and opinions on various
topics. The posting of sentiment contents can not only give
an emotional snapshot of the online world but also have
potential commercial [1], [2], financial [3] and sociological
values [4]. However, facing the massive sentiment tweets, it
is hard for people to get overall impression without automatic sentiment classification and analysis. Therefore, there
are emerging many sentiment classification works showing
interests in tweets [5], [6], [7].
Topics discussed in Twitter are more diverse and unpredictable. Sentiment classifiers always dedicate themselves
to a specific domain or topic named in the paper. Namely, a
classifier trained on sentiment data from one topic often
performs poorly on test data from another [8]. One of the
main reasons is that words and even language constructs
used for expressing sentiments can be quite different on different topics. Taking a comment “read the book” as an
example, it could be positive in a book review while negative in a movie review. In social media, a Twitter user may
have different opinions on different topics [9]. Thus, topic
adaptation is needed for sentiment classification of tweets
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on emerging and unpredictable topics. Previous works [10],
[11], [12] explicitly borrowed a bridge to connect a topicdependent feature to a known or common feature. Such
bridges are built between product reviews by assuming that
the parallel sentiment words exist for each pair of topics,
such as books, DVDs, electronics and kitchen appliances.
However, it is not necessarily applicable to topics in Twitter,
especially the unpredictable ones. It is worth mentioning
that detecting and tracking topics from tweets is another
research topic. Ad-hoc Microblog search in Text REtrieval
Conference (TREC) 2011 [13] and 2012 [14] is hopefully a
choice for people to query tweets on emerging topics, and
sentiment classification can be conducted afterwards.
Unlike product reviews that are usually companied with
a scoring mechanism quantifying review sentiments as class
labels, there lack labeled data and rating mechanism to generate them in Twitter service. Go et al. [15] used emoticons
as noisy labels for Twitter sentiment classification. But the
neutral class could not be labeled in this way, and unexpected noise may be introduced only relying on emoticons
to label sentiment classes. Semi-supervised approaches [16],
[17], [18], [19] have been used for sentiment classification
with a small amount of labeled data for other medium than
Microblog. They did not take the special nature of tweets,
such as emoticons, users, and networks, to select unlabeled
data for training. Tan et al. [9] explored the sentiment correlations affected by users who connect with each other, i.e.,
social network and @-network formed by users referring to
each other with “@” mentions in tweets. However, the work
focused on user-level sentiment analysis, while we analyze
at the tweet-level.
Semi-supervised support vector machines [20], [21],
a.k.a. S3VM, is one of the more promising candidates to
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utilize unlabeled data combining with a small amount of
labeled ones, since SVM minimizes the structural risk. And
collaborative training (co-training) framework [22] is an alternative wrapper, and achieves a good performance, which is
often used in the scenarios whose features are easily split into
different views. Nigam and Ghani [23] demonstrated that
algorithms that manufacture a feature split outperform algorithms not using a split, meanwhile algorithms leveraging a
natural independent split of features perform better. Since of
extremely sparse text, it needs to extract more features other
than sentiment words for tweets, and use the independent
split of features for co-training.
Therefore our work focuses on cross-domain sentiment
analysis on tweets, and we propose a semi-supervised
topic-adaptive sentiment classification model (TASC). It
transfers an initial common sentiment classifier to a specific
one on an emerging topic. TASC has three key components.
1)

The semi-supervised multiclass SVM model is formalized. Given a small amount of mixed labeled
data from topics, it selects unlabeled tweets in the
target topic, and minimizes the structural risk of
labeled and selected data to adapt the sentiment classifier to the unlabeled data in a transductive manner.
2) We set feature vector in the model into two parts:
fixed common feature values and topic-adaptive feature variables. Topic-adaptive words as adaptive features are expanded and their values are updated in
semi-supervised iterations to help transfer sentiment
classifier. Seeing consistencies of users’ sentiment
and correlations between a tweet and the ones
posted by its @-users, we add user-level and @-network-based features as another adaptive features to
help sentiment classifier find more reliable and unlabeled tweets for adapting.
3) To tackle the content sparsity of tweets, more features are extracted, and split into two views: text and
non-text features. Since the independent nature of
two feature sets, co-training framework is employed
to collaboratively transfer the sentiment classifier.
An iterative algorithm is proposed for solving TASC model
by alternating among three steps: optimization, adapting to
unlabeled data, and adapting to features. The algorithm
iteratively minimizing the margins of two independent
objectives separately on text and non-text features to learn
coefficient matrices. With agreement, adapting to unlabeled
data step selects unlabeled tweets from a given topic
according to the confidence evaluated using the current estimation of coefficient matrices. And then topic-adaptive features including sentiment words are updated to help the
first two steps find more reliable tweets to boost the final
performance of sentiment classification on the target topic.
Besides, since of the dynamics of tweets, TASC is extended
to adapt along a timeline, named TASC-t. Compared with
the well-known supervised and ensemble sentiment classifiers, namely, DT (Decision Tree), multiclass SVM and RF
(Random Forest); and semi-supervised approaches, namely,
multiclass S3VM and co-training multiclass SVM, TASC
achieves improvements in the mean accuracies of five
repeated runs on six topics from the public tweet corpuses.
TASC-t also reports impressive accuracies and F-scores,
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even better than the mean values by TASC on some topics.
To better evaluate our algorithm, we test it with some different ratios for randomly sampling training data, and controls
parameter settings.
Furthermore, sentiment visualization plays an important
role in helping people understand sentiment classification
results. Most sentiment classification works were ended
with a passively produced charts or tables, showing the
final portions of each classes, i.e., ratios of positive, neutral
and negative [24]. However, with poorly designed sentiment visualization, it prevents people from grasping the
insights, without reading the large classified list of unstructured tweets. Thus, with the classification results on
“President Debate”, we use a “river” graph to visualize sentiment intensity by color gradation, and ups and downs of
sentiment polarities by the river flow along a timeline. With
the graph, people can clearly recognize the trend of the topic
as well as the sentiment peak and bottom.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates the previous related works. We then analyze the
data in hand, and give the observations and motivations in
Section 3. The features, TASC model and learning algorithm
are described in Section 4. Experiment results are reported
and timeline visualization is demonstrated for the results in
Section 5. Section 6 finally concludes the whole paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Cross-domain sentiment classification is challenging and
many works proposed their solutions. Blitzer et al. [10] proposed an approach called structural correspondence learning (SCL) for domain adaptation. It employed the pivot
features as the bridge to help cross-domain classification.
Pan et al. [12] proposed a spectral feature alignment (SFA)
algorithm to bridge the gap between the domains with
domain independent words. Li et al. [11] proposed the
cross-domain sentiment lexicon extraction for sentiment
classification. He et al. [25] and Gao and Li [26] employed
probabilistic topic model to bridge each pair of domains in
a semantic level. All the above studies focus on the review
data set. However, Twitter data is much different from the
product reviews. Twitter contains diverse topics from different domains, which are unpredictable and each topic
need sufficient labeled data and features to train a topic-specific classifier. Besides the above document-level sentiment
classification works, aspect-based sentiment analysis detects
topic spans, and associations of topic aspects, sentiment
words, and opinion holders in a document or even sentence
[27], [28], [29], [30]. And SUIT model [31] considered the
topic aspects and opinion holders for cross-domain sentiment classification via supervised learning. We also notice
that [32] conducted the experiments on cross-media sentiment analysis with news, blogs and Twitter data sets. They
also found Twitter data set was very different from other
resources. Our work proposes a topic-adaptive sentiment
classification model for tweet document-level analysis,
transferring a common classifier to a specific one on an
emerging topic.
Microblogs as a social media have attracted many
studies on sentiment analysis [7], [24], [33], [34]. Go et al.
[15] introduced a distant supervised learning approach
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TABLE 1
Corpus Statistics
Topics

Positive

Neutral

Apple
Google
Microsoft
Twitter
Taco Bell
President Debate

191
218
93
68
902
1,465

581
604
671
647
2,099
1,019

Negative

Total

377
61
138
78
596
729

1,149
883
902
793
3,597
3,213

for automatically classifying the sentiment of tweets using
emoticons as noisy labels for training data. Tumasjan
et al. [4] showed that Twitter can be considered as a valid
indicator of political opinion. Kouloumpis et al. [35] leveraged the existing hashtags in tweets to build training
data and demonstrated that part-of-speech features might
not be useful for sentiment analysis of tweets. Mehta
et al. [36] used the Twitter data as a corpus for sentiment
analysis and tracking the influence of a particular brand
activity on the social network. We focus on sentiment
classification problem for tweets.
There lack sentiment labels in tweets for supervised
learning of a sentiment classifier. Turney [37] presented an
effective unsupervised learning algorithm, called semantic
orientation, for classifying reviews. A web-kernel based
measurement was proposed as PMI-IR to measure the
weight of a sentiment word, which is independent to the
corpus collection in hand. But such a measurement is suitable for common sentiment words which always have a stable weight and fixed sentiment polarity, i.e., negative or
positive in contexts of diverse topics. Besides, the text content of tweets is too sparse to extract plenty of salient sentiment words. Except text feature of sentiment classification,
there have been attracted many studies which considered
other features to improve the classification result. Wang
et al. [38] used the graph of hashtag co-occurrence for sentiment classification on hash-tag-level. Wang et al. [39] developed a semi-supervised factor graph model which
incorporates both the single image features and the image
correlations to better predict the emotional impact. In social
networks, Jia et al. [40] showed that users generated the
images which embedded users’ emotional impact and influenced the emotional impact of each other. Zhang et al. [41]
predicted users’ emotions in a social network, based on a
dynamic continuous factor graph model which modeled the
users’ historic emotion logs and their social network. Tan
et al. [9] showed that social relationships could be used to
improve user-level sentiment analysis. Their approach was
based on that the users who connected with each other
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might be more likely to hold similar opinions. However,
our work focuses on the tweet-level sentiment classification
across diverse topics, considering rich non-text features,
such as user’s sentiment, and network of “@” mentions.
Visualizing themes and dynamics of complex data [42],
[43], [44] even in the area of text mining [45] has been studied. However, there are only a few studies dealt with the
sentiment visualization. As far as we know, Wu et al. [46]
proposed the opinion triangle and ring to visualize the hotel
reviews on different polarities, and the periodic pattern is
not applicable to visualize the sentiment evolvement of
event series. Alper et al. [47] gave an intuitive sentiment
visual with OpinionBlocks on different aspects of a product,
which was an analysis of overall reviews. Hao et al. [47]
used pixel cell-based sentiment calendars and high density
geo maps for visualization. Das et al. [48] presented simple
directed paths to show the temporal relations between sentiment events. Nevertheless, those visualizations cannot
show the dynamics and trend of sentiment along a timeline
of a topic. In our sentiment visualization, we use a “river”
graph to intuitively show the sentiment classification results
and its dynamic process on a tweet topic.

3

DATA OBSERVATIONS AND MOTIVATIONS

To get a convincing observations, we collect the publicly
available tweets with sentiment labels on diverse topics,
consisting of three corpuses. One is Sanders-twitter sentiment corpus consisting of 5;513 manually labeled tweets.
These tweets are divided into four different topics (Apple,
Google, Microsoft, and Twitter). After removing the nonEnglish and spam tweets, we have 3;727 tweets left. Another
one is the 9;413 tweets mentioning “Taco Bell” during
January 24-31; 2011. And the last one is the first 2008 Presidential debate corpus [49] with sentiment judgments on
3;238 tweets by AMT (Amazon Mechanical Turk). The
detailed information of the data is shown in Table 1.
With necessary pre-processes, we use the Stanford POS
(part-of-speech) tagger to tag the tweets on each topic, and
select the frequent adjectives, verbs, nouns and adverbs as
candidates of sentiment words. Table 2 lists a part of representative sentiment words on each topic in an alphabet
order, extracted from the corpuses. It is seen that tweets on
various topics may use quite different words for expressing
sentiments, although there are some common ones, which
agrees with [12]. To make matters worse, the same word in
one topic may mean positive but in another topic may mean
negative, e.g., the sentiment word “unpredictable” could be
positive on the topic of a thriller but negative when describing the brake system of the Toyota. Thus such differences in

TABLE 2
Sentiment Words Extracted from Tweets on Various Topics
Topics

sentiment words

Apple
Google
Microsoft
Twitter
Taco Bell
President Debate

amazing, better, buy, dear, design, genius, great, hate, issues, support
available, amazing, cool, improvements, infinite, more, new, really, sharing, unveil
available, celebrity, coming, deal, free, great, learning, love, review, using
addicted, cool, follow, free, funny, lol, movement, occupy, tired, trending
alternatives, crisis, defend, fights, issue, lol, marketing, officially, promoting, surprised
agree, better, democracies, difference, experience, independent, lost, opposing, vote, winner
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TABLE 3
Sentiment Statistics of Users’ Tweets
total users
Taco Bell
President Debate

3,446
1,204

users (2 tweets)
106
520

average var
0.1008
0.4168

sentiment lexicons stop a sentiment classifier from directly
adapting to different topics. And considering the differences of those sentiment words in turn helps classifiers adapt
to a specific topic. We name them as topic-adaptive sentiment words in our paper.
Besides, a user posting tweets on a topic aims to reflect
his opinion. Intuitively the sentiment expressed by a user
should be consistent in a context. Namely, the tweets with
close posting time by a user probably belong to the same
sentiment class. Since the corpuses of “Taco Bell” and
“President Debate” contain authors’ names, the statistics of
users (posting no less than two tweets) in Table 3 shows
that the average variances of sentiment labels (1 for negative, 0 for neutral, and 1 for positive) are 0.10 and 0.42 separately. And if a user’s sentiment is evenly distributed, that
is, the chance of posting a negative, neutral or positive tweet
is equal, i.e., 1/3, the variance of his sentiment is 0.67, calculated as follows:
VarðXÞ ¼ EðX 2 Þ  ðEðXÞÞ2
2
¼  0 ¼ 0:67;
3
where X is a random variable to represent sentiment of a
user’s tweet, EðÞ is the mean and VarðÞ is the variance of
sentiments of all the user’s tweets. Thus the statistics on the
two topics shows the consistency of users’ sentiment based
on the significantly smaller variances than 0.67. And the
overall sentiment of a user’s tweets can reflect his sentiment.
At last, “@” is a commonly used convention in a tweet,
e.g. user ai mentioned aj via a tweet t containing “@aj ”.
Such a @-relation reflects the dependencies between the sentiments of tweet t and @-user aj ’s tweets in the same context. Thus we build a graph to model @-network, with
tweets as vertices and @-relations between tweets as
directed edges. There are directed edges from tweet t to all
aj ’s tweets in the example. Those aj ’s tweets posted earlier
than tweet t are called t’s parents, otherwise those tweets
posted later are its children. The parent with the nearest
posting time to tweet t is its direct parent, and similarly the
nearest child is its direct child. Fig. 1 illustrates a small part
of the network on a topic. The detailed information of
tweets are listed bellow. Tweet t2 posted by user
drthomasho mentioned user janoss. User janoss successively posted tweets t1 ; t3 ; t4 ; t5 ; t6 and t7 , among which t1
was earlier than t2 , and the rest were later than t2 . So there
are directed edges pointing from t2 to them, with t1 as direct
parent, the rest five tweets as children, and t3 as direct child.
Besides, user drthomasho was mentioned by tweet t8 , so the
example has a directed edge from t8 to t2 .
With statistics of sentiment correlations in @-network,
Fig. 2 shows the ratios that a tweet has the same sentiment
to its parents, children, direct parent, and direct children.

Fig. 1. Example of @-network.

And it also calculates the probability in the case that sentiment labels are randomly assigned to the tweets in the network, keeping the total number of each class labels
unchanged. The ratios show that a tweet gets a higher probability to have the same sentiment as its adjacent tweets
than random assignment on “Taco Bell”. On “President
Debate”, the results of parents and direct parent don’t have
significant differences comparing to that of random assignment, while the results of children and direct child show
higher probability. It shows that users might prefer to post
objective or neutral tweets at the beginning, and express the
positive or negative opinions later. Or they might mention
others for debates. Fig. 1 also illustrates an observed example agreeing to the statistics that adjacent tweets tend to
have similar sentiment, where red (slash shaded) represents
negative, and yellow (back slash shaded) represents neutral.
Therefore, in a semi-supervised setting, the consistency
of user’s tweets and correlation of adjacent tweets in @-network are useful for finding more reliable unlabeled tweets,
insuring the training adaptive to a target topic.

4

TOPIC ADAPTIVE SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION

Sentiment classification in the work is treated as a multiclass
classification problem, with positive, neutral, and negative
expressions. The training data is given in (xi ; yi ),
yi 2 f1; . . . ; Kg, where xi is the feature vector with each

Fig. 2. The ratios that adjacent tweets in @-network have the same
sentiment.
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element as the value of the corresponding feature, yi is the
class that the data belongs to, and k is the number of classes.
As we analyze sentiment at tweet document-level, it
assumes that a tweet ti belongs to one and only one overall
sentiment class, expressing on a single topic from a single
opinion holder [8]. Sometimes opinions are expressed on
more than one topics in a post by different holders, so we
can divide it into different posts by detecting topic spans
and opinion holders [27], [28].
In this section, multiclass SVM model is first introduced
as preliminaries. And then we discuss the features used for
classification model, and some of feature values are not
finalized which are topic-adaptive. Three key components
for TASC model, namely, adapting to unlabeled data,
adapting to features, and collaboratively training are
described. An iterative procedure is proposed to solve
TASC model afterwards. At last, the scheme adapting along
a timeline is designed for TASC model, since of the dynamics of tweets on a topic.

4.1 Multiclass SVM
SVMs model is originally built for binary classification. And
there are intuitive ways to solve multiclass with SVMs. The
most common technique in practice has been to build K
“one-versus-rest” classifiers, and to choose the class which
classifies the test data with greatest margin. Or we build
KðK  1Þ=2 “one-versus-one” classifiers, and choose the
class that is selected by the most classifiers. In our work, we
choose the “one-versus-rest” strategy, and the multiclass
SVMs model is as follows:
min
w

K
n


1X
CX
wTi wi þ
max 0; 1  wTyi xi þ wTy xi ;
2 i¼1
n i¼1 y6¼yi

(1)

where the bold symbol of w in (1) is a matrix with column
wi as the coefficient vector corresponding to the features for
class i 2 1; . . . ; K. As wTy xi is the confidence score of tweet ti
belonging to class y, the second summation item is the loss
of every tweet ti belonging to class y other than yi . And C is
a constant coefficient. To better capture how C scales with
the training set, C is divided by the total number of labeled
tweets. The model (1) shows structural risk is considered to
optimize, and the result of the model is single support vector machine, instead of multiple SVMs for binary
classification.
Then the class label of tweet ti is predicted by formula
(2),


y0i ¼ arg max wTy xi :
(2)
y

4.2 Features
Features are extracted and split into two views, i.e., text feature set x1 of sentiment words, and non-text feature set x2 ,
including emoticons, temporal features, punctuation, userlevel features and @-network-based features.
4.2.1 Text Features
Common and topic-adaptive sentiment words form text features. We collect common sentiment words from WordNet
Affect [50] and public sentiment lexicon [51], denoted as set
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P . To evaluate the feature values, we use the Pointwise
Mutual Information and Information Retrieval (PMI-IR)
[37]. With Google search engine as the kernel, we get the
number of querying hits, and then calculate two PMI values
of a common sentiment word separately with two sentiment
orientation words, such as “excellent” and “poor”, showing
the strength of semantic associations. Afterwards, the feature value of the common sentiment word is calculated as
the difference between the PMI values.
With POS tagging for tweets on a topic and removing the
common sentiment words, we select the frequent adjectives,
verbs, nouns and adverbs as candidates of topic-adaptive
sentiment word set P. The initial feature values
xp ¼ 0; p 2 P. And the dimensions of text feature set x1 is
v þ u, where v ¼ jP j and u ¼ jPj.

4.2.2 Non-Text Features
Temporal features. Tweets are real-time, which are different
from traditional web documents, and people express their
sentiment dynamically over time. Onur et al. [52] shows
that users’ opinions are correlated well with their biological
clock. Thus we extracted the post time from tweets as temporal features. As for tweets posted in the different time
zones, we map the post time into their local periods.
Emoticon features. A set of emoticons from Wikipedia are
collected as a dictionary,1 such as :-), :), (_;),ð> <Þ, >: ½,
:-(, :(, etc. They are labeled with positive ðþ1Þ, neutral ð0Þ, or
negative ð1Þ emoticons. The corresponding values of emoticons in a tweet are summed up as its emoticon feature
value.
Punctuation features. As users often expressed their emotion with punctuation marks, such as exclamation mark ð!Þ,
question mark ð?Þ, and their combinations and repeats, etc,
we counted them for features.
User-level features. Based on the previous observations, a
user’s sentiment on a topic is consistent, which could be
determined by his tweets. It in turn means the sentiment of
tweets posted by a user is correlated to his opinion. As the
sentiment of a user can belong to any one of K classes, we
define user-level features of a tweet to be nk 2 x2 ; k ¼
1; . . . ; K, simply denoted as n1K . The corresponding nonnegative values xn;1K indicate the weights that its author
belongs to the corresponding classes, and at most one of K
feature values is non-zero due to the exclusiveness of sentiment classes. Since the user-level features are related to
topics, we just initialize their values as zeros before a topic
is given.
@-network-based features. Recall that we build a directed
graph on tweets to model @-network. We have two alternative @-network-based features for a tweet. One is direct-parent and -child features, assigning sentiments of the tweet’s
direct parent and child as feature values. The other is allparents and -children features, assigning total sentiments of
all the parents and children of the tweet separately as feature values. We denote parent and child features be
r1K 2 x2 and s 1K 2 x2 separately. The feature values are
xr;1K and xs;1K , initialized as zeros before specifying a
topic, similar to the user-level features.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emoticons
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4.3 Adapting to Unlabeled Data
The sentiment classifiers trained using labeled tweets from
one topic are not usually adaptive to another one. Thus we
choose labeled data set L from an even mixture of various
topics. The initial sentiment classifier trained with set L can
be viewed as a common and weak classifier, since of the
small amount of labeled data on mixed topics and common
sentiment features. To adapt to sentiment classification on
topic e, the unlabeled tweet set U on the topic can be used
for transductive learning without any more costs of manually labeling.
With adding those unlabeled tweets as an optimization
term in the optimization model (1), the semi-supervised
multiclass SVM model adapting to unlabeled tweets on
topic e is formed as model (3),
K


1X
C X
wTi wi þ
max 0; 1  wTyi xi þ wTy xi
min
w; 2
y6¼yi
jLj
i¼1
ti 2L
(3)


C0 X
þ
max 0; 1  wTy0 xj þ wTy xj ;
j
jUj t 2U y6¼yj
j

where jLj and jUj indicate the number of elements in sets L
and U separately. Furthermore, the selected unlabeled tweet
tj is predicted to be class y0j as formula (2). Thus the following equation satisfied:


wTy0 xj ¼ max wTy xj :
:y

j

We define the function submaxfg as the second largest
value in set fg. So the slack for unlabeled data in the third
minimization term of model (3) is as follows:



max 0; 1  wTy0 xj  wTy xj
y6¼y0j
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where C 0 is a constant coefficient for unlabeled optimization
term, a is binary vector, and each value indicates whether
the unlabeled tweet is selected for optimization. IðÞ is indicator function, outputting 1 if the argument is true, and 0
otherwise. jaj is the number of ones in binary vector a.

4.4 Adapting to Features
Topic-related features may have different values on topics.
We subsequently treat feature values xp of topic-adaptive
sentiment words, user-level feature value xn;1K , and @-network-based feature values xr;1K and xs;1K as variables,
initialized as zeros. The rest feature values in vector x keep
constant for a tweet, which are shared among various
topics. Thus the feature value vector x can be written as
text feature set x1

zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{
xp ;p2P

zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{
x ¼ x1 ; . . . ; xv ; xvþ1 ; . . . ; xvþu ;

(5)

xvþuþ1 ; . . . ; xn;1K ; xr;1K ; xs;1K :
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
non-text feature set x2
In the following, we introduce the way our model to adapt
to those features on topic e.

4.4.1 Topic-Adaptive Sentiment Words
In the adaptive training, the feature values of topic-adaptive
sentiment words are evaluated in the selected unlabeled
tweets on topic e. The weight of a topic-adaptive sentiment
word p belonging to a class y is defined as equation (6),
X
aj fj ðpÞ  wTy0 xj ;
(6)
’y ðpÞ ¼
j;y0j ¼y

j

j






¼ max 0; 1  max wTy xj þ sub max xTy xj
y
y





¼ hl max wTy xj  sub max wTy xj :
y

y

It is the hinge loss hl ðÞ ¼ maxf0; 1  g of the difference
between the largest and the second largest confidence score
of tweet ti among all the sentiment classes. In practice, not
all the unlabeled tweets are picked for the adaptive training.
Only the most confident classifying results are preferred to
be added to avoid bringing much noise. We define the normalized confidence score Sj of tweet tj with predicted class
y0j as


wTy0
maxy wTy xj
j
:
Sj ¼ P T ¼ P T
y wy xj
y wy xj
Therefore given a confidence threshold t, the unlabeled
tweets tj satisfying Sj  t are selected. Thus the optimization model with confidence threshold is as follows:
K


1X
C X
wTi wi þ
max 0; 1  wTyi xi þ wTy xi
min
w; 2
y6¼yi
jLj
i¼1
t 2L

where fj ðpÞ is the term frequency of word p in tweet tj .
The equation shows that ’y ðpÞ is the weighted summation
of the term frequency of word p in the tweets tj with predicted class y0j being y. The sentiment class that word p
belongs to is
arg maxf’y ðpÞg:
y

So the feature value
xp ¼ maxf’y ðpÞg:
y

Similar to add unlabeled data, we do not hope all the
topic-adaptive sentiment words are added. Thus we define
the significance $p of sentiment word p belonging to a predicted class as follows:
$p ¼

maxy f’y ðpÞg
P
:
y ’y ðpÞ






C X
þ
aj hl max wTy xj  sub max wTy xj
y
y
jaj t 2U

(4a)

The normalized $p indicates the significance of sentiment
word p in the class arg maxy f’y ðpÞg than that in other classes. Finally given a significance threshold u, the selection
vector b is defined as equation (7),

s:t: aj ¼ IðSj  tÞ 8tj 2 U;

(4b)

bp ¼ Ið$p  uÞ:

i

0

j

(7)
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Thus the feature values of topic-adaptive sentiment
words in objective function (4a) are calculated as follows:
xp ¼ bp  maxf’y ðpÞg; p 2 P:
y

Sj0 ¼

j

tj 2Nn ;y0j ¼y

Thus we calculate the feature values as formula (9),
xn;k ¼ ck ðnÞIðk ¼ arg maxfcy ðnÞgÞ
y

k ¼ 1; . . . ; K:

(9)

4.4.3 @-Network-Based Features
Similarly, @-network-based features are evaluated in the
selected unlabeled tweets on topic e as well. Let Nr and Ns
separately be the tweet’s parents and children that are
selected from unlabeled data. We define the weights of
overall sentiments of the parents and children belonging to
a class y as follows:
X
aj wTy0 xj
& y ðrÞ ¼
j

tj 2Nr ;y0j ¼y

& y ðsÞ ¼

X

tj 2Ns ;y0j ¼y

aj wTy0 xj :
j

And the features values are
xr;k ¼ & k ðrÞIðk ¼ arg maxf& y ðrÞgÞ

(10)

y

xs;k ¼ & k ðsÞIðk ¼ arg maxf& y ðsÞgÞ
y

k ¼ 1; . . . ; K:

(11)

4.5 Adaptive Co-Training Algorithm
We naturally adopt the text and non-text features, x1 and x2
as independent views for co-training. In co-training scheme,
two classifiers C1 and C2 are trained based on x1 and x2 separately using initial labeled data L. The corresponding feature values are denoted as x and x0 respectively for text and
non-text feature values, instead of x in equation (5). The
unlabeled data are selected collaboratively to augment
labeled data set L, which is used for the next iteration. And
the final sentiment classification result is obtained by the
classifier trained on the combining features fx1 ; x2 g using
augmented labeled data set L.
In order to make adaptive multiclass S3VMs model (4) in
a co-training scheme, we define another selection vector a0
of unlabeled data for another multiclass S3VMs,
a0j ¼ IðSj0  tÞ:

(12)

NO. 6,
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And classification confidence Sj0 is calculated with non-text
feature values x0j as follows:

(8)

4.4.2 User-Level Features
As for user-level features n1K of a tweet, let tweet set Nn be
the selected unlabeled tweets from the tweet’s author n in
the step of adapting to unlabeled data. The weight of the
author’s overall sentiment belonging to a class y is defined
as follows:
X
aj wTy0 xj :
cy ðnÞ ¼

VOL. 27,

maxy fðw0y ÞT x0j g
P 0 T 0 :
y ðwy Þ xj

Algorithm 1. Algorithm of learning TASC on topic e
1: Given:
2:
Text feature set x1 and feature values x, initializing xp ¼
0; p 2 P;
3: Non-text feature set x2 and feature values x0 , initializing
xn;1K ¼ 0; xr;1K ¼ 0; xs;1K ¼ 0;
4: L: labeled tweets containing K sentiment classes on
mixing topics;
5: U: unlabeled data on topic e;
6: t: classification confidence threshold;
7: u: threshold for topic-adaptive words expansion;
8: l: the maximum number of unlabeled tweets selected in
one iteration;
9: c: the maximum number of topic-adaptive sentiment
words selected in one iteration for each class;
10: M: the maximum number of co-training iterations.
11:
12: loop
13:
repeat
14:
[Optimization]
15:
Minimize objective (13) for w on feature set x1 ;
16:
Minimize the objective for w0 on feature set x2 ;
17:
[Adapting to unlabeled data]
18:
Calculate confidence scores Sj and Sj0 by equations
(4b) and (12) with w and w0 separately;
19:
Select the l most confident and unlabeled tweets tj in
each sentiment class, such that aj  a0j ¼ 1;
20:
Move them with predicted class labels from U into L;
21:
until 8tj 2 U such that aj  a0j ¼ 0 or number of
iterations > M.
22:
[Adapting to features]
23:
Calculate the significance $ with w, a, a0 and the
current feature vector x;
24:
Select the c most significant and topic-adaptive
sentiment words p for each class, such that bp ¼ 1;
25:
Update feature values fxp jp 2 Pg  x by equation (8);
26:
Update the user-level feature values xn;1K  x0 by
equation (9);
27:
Update the @-network-based feature values xr;1K ,
xs;1K  x0 by equations (10) and (11);
28: end loop
29: Train multiclass SVM C  on the features consist of x and
x0 using augmented L.
30: return L; x; x0 and C  .

To avoid noise, we follow “agreement” strategy [53],
and only select the confident and unlabeled data that both
classifiers agree most. Thus we replace aj with aj  a0j as
the selection coefficient in the third optimization term of
objective (4a) resulting in the objective of text view x1 as
formula (13). Similarly, in the equations for adaptive features, a should be substituted by aj  a0j as well. And the
objective of non-text view x2 has the same form as formula
(13) by replacing coefficient matrix w and feature value
vector x with w0 and x0 ,
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w;

K


1X
C X
wT wi þ
max 0; 1  wTyi xi þ wTy xi
2 i¼1 i
jLj t 2L y6¼yi
i






C0 X
aj a0j  hl max wTy xj  sub max xTy xj :
þ T 0
y
y
a a t 2U
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(13)

j

The joint objectives of text and non-text views compose
our TASC model. Coefficient matrices w and w’ separately
are used for linear combinations of text and non-text feature
value vectors x and x0 . The adaptive feature variables
fxp jp 2 Pg  x; fxn;1K ; xr;1K ; xs;1K g  x0 , and selection
vectors a and a0 for unlabeled data to be estimated. Thus we
can solve this model using an iterative procedure that alternates among the following three steps.
Optimization step for solving coefficient matrices w and
w’: by fixing selection vectors a and a0 , and feature values x
and x0 , we solve two minimization of multiclass SVM separately, since the feature sets x1 and x2 are designed conditionally independent.
Adapting to unlabeled data step for solving selection vectors
a and a0 : by fixing matrices w, w’ and feature values x; x0 ,
the unlabeled data are selected by comparing the confidence
scores Sj and Sj0 with threshold t according to constraint
(4b) and formula (12) separately in a transductive way.
Adapting to features step for solving adaptive feature variables xp ; xn;k ; xr;k and xs;k : by fixing w, w’, and selection vectors a and a0 , topic-adaptive sentiment words are expanded
according to equation (7), and the corresponding feature
values are evaluated as equation (8). User-level and
@-network-based feature values are calculated as equations (9) and ((10), (11)) respectively.
In the details of the algorithm, unlabeled tweets and
topic-adaptive sentiment words are added gradually to
avoid misleading of the overwhelming unlabeled data and
adaptive features at early iterations. As shown in Algorithm 1, it is given a common feature set split into independent views: text view x1 and non-text view x2 , an even
mixture of labeled tweets from various topics, and a specific topic e with its unlabeled tweet set U. The candidates
of topic-adaptive sentiment words are extracted from
unlabeled set U, which is described in Section 4.4. In feature sets x1 and x2 , we initialize the values of all topicadaptive features to zeros, which only common features
take effects. By fixing topic-adaptive features, optimization
and adapting to unlabeled data steps alternates until confidence scores of the rest tweets tj 2 U are below threshold
t, or the number of iterations is more than M to control the
execution time. In an iteration, at most l unlabeled tweets
are selected from each sentiment classes. The iterations
between optimization and adapting to unlabeled data
agree with the co-training framework. Furthermore,
adapting to features is executed for expending at most c
topic-adaptive sentiment words and updating user-level
and @-network-based feature values. It gradually transfers
the sentiment classifier in the aspect of features. Such a
step is alternated with the above co-training iterations,
until there are no adaptive features can be expanded or
updated. Finally, at the end of the algorithm the augmented labeled set L, updated feature values x; x0 and a
combined sentiment classifier C  is output. Classifier C  is
trained on the expanded topic-adaptive sentiment words,

Fig. 3. TASC-t: adapting along a timeline.

user-level features, @-network-based features and common features, using the augmented set L.

4.6 Adapting along a Timeline
In practice, tweets on a topic are not available at one time,
which are dynamic and come up in a streaming way. The
incoming tweets always bring more significant unlabeled
data and topic-adaptive features for transferring the classifier in the future. Thus we modify our TASC algorithm to
adapt along a timeline, named TASC-t, which procedure
is shown as Fig. 3. For topic e, we start with mixed labeled
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
data L ¼ Lð0Þ , and classifiers C1 and C2 are initialized
ð0Þ
ð0Þ
separately by common classifiers C1 and C2 . The whole
timeline is divided into time intervals equally or with
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
empirical knowledge. Classifiers C1 and C2 are used for
collaboratively selecting unlabeled data from topic e in the
first interval of a timeline. The selected data are used to
augment the labeled data L for the next inner loop cotraining of classifiers. Besides adapting to unlabeled data
from topic e, we extend topic-adaptive sentiment words to
features x1 and update user-level and @-network-based
feature values at the end of each outer loop training. At
the end of first interval, we output the classification results
with a combined TASC classifier. In the next interval i,
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
sentiment classifiers C1 and C2 are trained on the latest
adaptive feature values x and x0 using the augmented
labeled set LðiÞ inherited from last interval. The inner loops
of co-training and outer loops of adapting to features are
executed as well. At last, all the tweets in the stream of
topic e are classified interval by interval, paying more
attention to the local context of dynamic tweets. Therefore,
TASC-t can be viewed as an upgraded version for adapting to the evolvement on a topic, while TASC is for adapting common classifier to a specific topic.

5

EXPERIMENTS

In the experiments, we use the corpuses in Table 1 for evaluation. There are K ¼ 3 sentiment class labels in the corpuses, i.e., negative, neutral and positive. In order to show
how our algorithm performs with a small amount of labeled
data, we randomly sample some ratio p of labeled tweets on
a topic, keeping proportions of sentiment classes. The sampled tweets from various topics are then mixed together as
initially labeled data set L. And the rest tweets on each topic
are used for testing.

5.1 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics
We use the well-known supervised, ensemble and semisupervised approaches as the baselines.
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TABLE 4
@-Network-Based Feature Comparison
without

p ¼ 10%

direct

JUNE 2015

(a)

all

TASC

TASC

Incr

TASC

Incr

Taco Bell

Acc.
F-s.

0.6040
0.4422

0.6143
0.4752

0.7117
0.6191

15.85%
30.28%

0.7145
0.6264

16.31%
31.81%

President
Debate

Acc.
F-s.

0.4463
0.3603

0.4505
0.3468

0.5493
0.5422

21.93%
56.35%

0.5445
0.5383

20.86%
55.22%

DT. It is a Weka [54] implementation of Decision
Tree, which is a tree-like model in which internal
node represents test on an attribute.
- MSVM [55]. It is a multiclass SVM classification
based on Structural SVM and it is an instance of
SVMstruct.
- RF. It is a Weka [54] implementation of Random Forest, which is an ensemble learning method for classification of a multitude of decision trees, and we tune
the number of trees to be 10 for better performance.
- MS3VM. It is multiclass semi-supervised SVM which
is our implementation of augmenting unlabeled
tweets without adaptive features.
- CoMS3VM. It is MS3VM algorithm in a co-training
scheme, by naturally splitting the common features
into text and non-text views.
The accuracy, precision, recall and F-score are used for
evaluation. As for sentiment class y, let tpy ; fpy ; tny and fny
separately be the numbers of true positive, false positive,
true negative and false negative tweets. Thus the accuracy
denoted as “Acc” is calculated as follows:
-

P

y ðtpy þ tny Þ
:
ðtp
þ
fpy þ tny þ fny Þ
y
y
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TABLE 5
Performance on Different Step Lengths on President Debate

MSVM

Accuracy ¼ P

VOL. 27,

(14)

The precision and recall are averaged for all the sentiment
classes, and F-score is the mean value of precision and
recall, denoted as “F-s”.

5.2 Results and Comparison
5.2.1 Comparison of @-Network-Based Features
In Table 4, we compare TASC without @-network-based
features, direct-parent/-child connections, and allparents/-children connections of @-network-based features,
denoted as “without”, “direct” and “all” respectively. Since
there is no author information in Sanders-Twitter Sentiment
Corpus, we only compare the results on topics of “Taco
Bell” and “President Debate”. It is seen that TASC with
@-network-based features achieves accuracy increase by at
least 15.85 percent and F-score increase by at least 30.28 percent, compared to “without”. Furthermore, “direct” performs a little better than “all” on topic “President Debate”,
since direct-parent/-child connections may have a very
close context and less noise in such cases. In the following
experiments, we use all-parents/-children connections of a
tweet as its @-network-based features, since sentiment correlations to @-users’ overall expressions may have less variances. And such features can also be interpreted as userlevel sentiments of @-users, estimated by all their tweets in
a context.

t ¼ u ¼ 0:5
l ¼ 5; c ¼
Acc.
Precision
Recall
F-s.

5

10

0.5311
0.5446
0.5115
0.5275

0.5531
0.5716
0.5354
0.5529

20
0.5445
0.5504
0.5268
0.5383

(b)
t ¼ u ¼ 0:5
c ¼ 20; l ¼
Acc.
Precision
Recall
F-s.

5
0.5445
0.5504
0.5268
0.5383

10
0.5400
0.5456
0.5265
0.5359

20
0.5438
0.5666
0.5217
0.5432

5.2.2 Our Results with Different Step Lengths
There are four controls parameters for TASC algorithm. We
try different step lengths l and c separately for selecting
unlabeled data and topic-adaptive sentiment words to see
how those empirical parameters impact our algorithm.
According to the definition of confidence and significance
scores, the thresholds t and u take effects when larger than
1=K 0:33. As shown in Table 5a, with step length l fixed
and thresholds t ¼ u ¼ 0:5, different step length c of
expanding topic-adaptive words are tested for TASC algorithm. Table 5b shows the performances with step length
c ¼ 20 and different l for unlabeled data selection. We can
see that step lengths c and l are not sensitive in our TASC
learning algorithm with the guarantee of thresholds. In the
following experiments, we choose thresholds t ¼ u ¼ 0:5,
step length l ¼ 5 and c ¼ 20 together to control the quality
of selected data and topic-adaptive words.
5.2.3 Different Sample Ratios p
To show the adaptive ability, we test our TASC algorithm
with labeled set L in different sample ratios p. Table 6 lists
the accuracies and F-scores of classification results on the
six topics. The average accuracy and F-score increases of
TASC are separately reported compared to MSVM, i.e., the
initially common classifier. It is seen that TASC averagely
increases by 11:76 and 40:18 percent in accuracy and F-score
separately, with sample ratio p ¼ 1% and labeled data size
jLj ¼ 113. The best accuracies and F-scores among different
sample ratios on each topic are given in boldfaced digits. It
is seen that TASC does not necessarily perform better when
sampling out more tweets from the six topics as training
data. Such a result implies that more labeled data mixed
from a small number of topics can on the one hand benefit
TASC by introducing more supervised information, and on
the other hand hurt it by making TASC bias to some specific
topics.
The accuracy curves with the size of augmenting set L in
iterations are illustrated in Fig. 4 for the runs with ratios
p ¼ 1%; 5%; 10% on Google, Taco Bell and President Debate.
It intuitively shows the accuracy increases with each iteration of optimization, adapting to unlabeled data and adapting to features.
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TABLE 6
Performance on Different Sample Ratios
1%
113

p¼
jLj

5%
523

10%
1;048

20%
2;099

MSVM

TASC

MSVM

TASC

MSVM

TASC

MSVM

TASC

President
Debate

Acc.
F-s.
Acc.
F-s.
Acc.
F-s.
Acc.
F-s.
Acc.
F-s.
Acc.
F-s.

0.5089
0.4196
0.6938
0.4033
0.7412
0.4585
0.8111
0.4316
0.5783
0.3436
0.3664
0.3147

0.5508
0.4660
0.7489
0.5598
0.7593
0.5512
0.8568
0.6704
0.6581
0.5518
0.4855
0.4881

0.5146
0.4340
0.6877
0.4852
0.7420
0.4536
0.8127
0.4546
0.5994
0.4321
0.4436
0.3394

0.5693
0.5110
0.7105
0.5225
0.7608
0.5254
0.8317
0.5701
0.7083
0.6096
0.4720
0.4788

0.5284
0.4356
0.6944
0.4865
0.7339
0.4484
0.8065
0.4175
0.6040
0.4422
0.4307
0.4170

0.5559
0.4793
0.7300
0.5696
0.7500
0.5039
0.8252
0.6646
0.7145
0.6264
0.5445
0.5383

0.5424
0.4812
0.6946
0.4813
0.7395
0.4593
0.8096
0.4730
0.6278
0.5248
0.4684
0.4187

0.5700
0.5275
0.7230
0.5931
0.7534
0.5178
0.8242
0.5222
0.7109
0.6162
0.4851
0.4997

Average
Incr

Acc.
F-s.

–
–

11.76%
40.18%

–
–

7.23%
24.80%

–
–

9.93%
28.24%

–
–

4.94%
15.46%

Apple
Google
Microsoft
Twitter
Taco Bell

5.2.4 Comparisons Between Baseline
We compare our adaptive algorithm TASC with five baseline algorithms, i.e., DT, MSVM, RF, MS3VM and
CoMS3VM in Table 7. We sample five times with p ¼ 10%
from the whole data resulting in five labeled and testing
data sets for repeated runs. The means of accuracies and
F-scores of five runs are given separately for each baseline,
and the standard deviations are listed below. The results

report that TASC outperforms other baselines in mean accuracies on all the topics. Although ensemble learning method
RF achieves best mean F-scores on three topics of IT companies, it loses the advantages on “Taco Bell” and “President
Debate”. Therefore, our TASC model achieves more reliable
performances than the baselines. In addition, we simulate
the realtime characteristic of tweets, and divide the tweets
by post time into different time intervals. With the

Fig. 4. Accuracy curves with the size of augmenting set L during iterations of TASC algorithm.
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TABLE 7
Comparisons with Baselines in 10% Sample Ratio
DT

Topics
Acc

MSVM

RF

MS3VM

CoMS3VM

TASC

TASC-t

F-s.

Acc.

F-s.

Acc.

F-s.

Acc.

F-s.

Acc.

F-s.

Acc

F-s.

Acc

F-s.

Apple

0.5063
0.0000

0.3400
0.0000

0.5036
0.0106

0.4624
0.0085

0.5403
0.0161

0.5063
0.0123

0.5116
0.0205

0.4344
0.0283

0.6795
0.0126

0.6440
0.0133

0.6882
0.0114

0.6528
0.0123

0.5461 0.4617

Google

0.6835
0.0000

0.5550
0.0000

0.7016
0.0068

0.6386
0.0141

0.7614
0.0255

0.7414
0.0301

0.7614
0.0168

0.6350
0.0142

0.7662
0.0124

0.6201
0.0200

0.7725
0.0119

0.6371
0.0218

0.7054 0.5155

Microsoft 0.7429
0.0000

0.6330
0.0000

0.7300
0.0186

0.6716
0.0057

0.7411
0.0123

0.6894
0.0156

0.7315
0.0089

0.4355
0.0141

0.7884
0.0171

0.6058
0.0400

0.7896
0.0176

0.6072
0.0363

0.7416 0.4809

Twitter

0.8112
0.0000

0.7270
0.0000

0.7976
0.0021

0.7260
0.0020

0.8097
0.0148

0.7645
0.0065

0.8054
0.0086

0.5226
0.0108

0.8126
0.0157

0.5343
0.0225

0.8176
0.0165

0.5472
0.0240

0.8196 0.4867

Taco Bell 0.5836
0.0000

0.4300
0.0000

0.6500
0.0075

0.5796
0.0120

0.5976
0.0088

0.5744
0.0073

0.6974
0.0240

0.5911
0.0463

0.7105
0.0034

0.6181
0.0077

0.7126
0.0015

0.6206
0.0058

0.7151 0.6297

President 0.3845
Debate
0.0047

0.2422
0.0624

0.4365
0.0081

0.4228
0.0057

0.4848
0.0103

0.4858
0.0107

0.5167
0.0289

0.5189
0.0212

0.5185
0.0287

0.5162
0.0240

0.5216
0.0289

0.5175
0.0246

0.5901 0.5824

evaluation of TASC-t, the results are listed in the last two
columns in Table 7. It is surprising to see that TASC-t
achieves better accuracies, i.e., 0.8196, 0.7151 and 0.5901,
than the mean values by TASC on the last three topics. It
gives the evidence that TASC-t may get some benefits when
adding unlabeled tweets and @-network connections in
chronological order.
At last we illustrate some of the initial common sentiment words, and the expanded topic-adaptive sentiment
words of some iterations in Table 8 on the topic of
“President Debate”. With topic-adaptive sentiment words
from each iteration, we can easily grasp the adaption procedure to the sub-topics under “President Debate”. For
example, in the third expansion, the model adapts more
to a sub-topic “Financial Crisis” with “rapid” and “top”
as positive, and “again”, “less”, and “far” as negative
expressions on financial recovery. And Table 9 shows the
augmented tweets for different sentiment classes on the
topic of “Apple”. It is seen that the steps of adaptive feature expansion and unlabeled data selection pick reasonable topic-adaptive sentiment words and unlabeled
tweets from positive, negative, and neutral classes in a
semi-supervised way.

5.3 Timeline Visualization
TASC or TASC-t outputs the probabilities that a tweet ti
belongs to each class, denoting as pi ; mi and ni separately
for positive, neutral and negative classes. The probabilities
are separately the normalized confidence scores for each
class, satisfying pi þ mi þ ni ¼ 1. The higher probability can
reflect stronger intensity of a sentiment polarity that tweet ti
expresses.
5.3.1 Visualization Graph
We design a kind of “river” graph to visualize the intensities, ups and downs of sentiment polarities on a topic. The
graph is composed of layers, with each one being colored
and representing a sentiment class. The layers are ordered
from the positive down to the negative with the neutral in
the middle. And the geometries and colors of layers are
defined in the following.
First, we define density function qk as the distribution of
the number of tweets belonging to sentiment class k. The
parameter of function qk is time, and its integral of the
whole life cycle equals to the total number of tweets of class
k. Thus the upper boundary of layer geometry, corresponding to sentiment class k, is calculated as follows:

TABLE 8
Adaptive Sentiment Words Expanded on the Topic of President Debate
sentiment class
positive

neutral

negative

initial

first expansion

second expansion

third expansion

fourth expansion

fifth expansion

beautiful
moderate
sound
adorable
awesome
want
completely
sustained
understanding
keep
hate
black
alarming
stupid
dislike

totally
impressed
uneventful
condescending
strongest
next
never
instead
live
last
tired
No
Second
Global
short

directly
presidential
debate
dumb
federal
different
probably
post-debate
tortured
own
overall
emotional
corporate
professorial
dead

defensive
rapid
top
economic
ready
terrorist
specific
disrespectful
polar
ever
national
again
there
far
less

overall
OK
defensive
current
much
republican
kinda
especially
sudden
crazy
up
ago
maybe
anymore
nicely

enough
middle
very
most
over
ahead
present
public
bizarre
yeah
away
forward
anyway
wow
social
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TABLE 9
Selected Unlabeled Tweets on the Topic of Apple
tweets

class

Today I was introduced as BigDealDawson at #LGFW ! O #twitter and #social media I love you! Teehee xx
“I’m starting to get really concerned, sending hashtags in emails :P #twitter is taking over our lives :D”
I’ve pretty much abandoned Facebook for Twitter. #twitter’slegit
Gotta love #Twitter—shit goes round the World like lightning-on-speed. . .
#I #am #so #good #at #twitter ;)
@codytigernord Just a reminder that you fail on #twitter
“And by the way, why did my iPhone 4 have to loose #Siri to get #Twitter?”
Going in :( #work. Break at 2:30 and 5:30 #twitter time. See ya’ll in the #am
My #twitter age is 1 year 19 days 13 hours 37 minutes 17 seconds. Find out yours at
http://t.co/XhRUA9Dz #twittertime
@D_REALRogers BE SLEEP N WHO NOEZ WHERE I BE BUT HOW IT’s it U so called sleep but every 5 sec
u got a new #twitter post up #btfu
RT @FuckingShinez: #Twitter = #Dead “this is why im never on it now”
Just hit my hourly usage limit on #twitter. How does that even happen? All I’m doing is listing people . . . and
I was almost done! #ugh
“RT @mainey_maine: RT @ItalianJoya i better be able to see my RT’s tomorrow #twitter and tell that lil blue
ass bird, (cont) http://t.co/xGHoev8k”
Not really. . . I rather study my notes than studying #twitter. . .
#Twitter are you freaking kidding me #wth . . . http://t.co/zKn2bu5R

Sk ¼ 

n
k
X
1X
qj þ
qj :
2 j¼1
j¼1

(15)

And Sk1 is the lower boundary of the layer. Let n be the
number of classes. The bottom and top curve functions of
the whole “river” graph are separately S0 and Sn ,
S0 ¼ 

n
1X
qj
2 j¼1

and Sn ¼

n
1X
qj :
2 j¼1

It is seen that the graph is symmetric along x-axis of time.
Second a map function (16) between colors and sentiment probabilities is proposed,

RGBðti Þ ¼

ðð1  pi Þ  255; 255; 0ÞÞ
ð255; ð1  ni Þ  255; 0Þ

p i  ni
pi < ni ;

(16)

where the additive RGB color model is adopted, in which
red, green, and blue are added together in various ways to
reproduce a broad array of colors. That’s to say, each color is
determined by three parameters as a triple. To color the
layers for showing sentiment intensities, we divide the sentiment probabilities pi and ni into fine-grained segments, and
use the mid-value of each segment to calculate its color by
equation (16). It is seen that RGBðti Þ is only determined by
positive and negative probabilities. When tweet ti is neutral,
i.e., mi is the maximal, we also sub-classify it into different
intensities of positively neutral, purely neutral and negatively neutral. To make the function value continuous, when
pi equals to ni , we simply set the mi ¼ 1, and pi ¼ ni ¼ 0. It
agrees with our common sense that if the probabilities to positive and negative classes become equal, the tweet should
belong to a neutral class. And the middle layer color is pure
yellow with a RGB triple (255, 255, 0).
At last, we choose the sentiment word labels by consider The
 and feature values xw of word w.
ing the frequency fðwÞ
 in the “river” graph is determined by
font size F ðwÞ

F ðwÞ / xw fðwÞ.

positive

neutral

negative

5.3.2 Visualizing Results
We use “river” graph to show the sentiment evolvement on
“Present Debate” by TASC-t in Fig. 5. It is seen that we
could easily grasp the ups and downs of sentiment trends
along the timeline. The sentiment intensity is shown intuitively by the gradation of color from green to red, passing
through yellow. The debate started from 1:00 GMT, and
lasted for 97 minutes. After 2:37 GMT, the corpus lasted for
another 53 minutes. We can see that there is a wide current
in the first half hours. And there actually were discussions
on solving financial crisis during that time, which attracted
participants expressing their sentiments online. In the full
view of the timeline, people have paid more attention to the
debate, and less to post their tweets online during the live
debate. And a large-scale discussions bursted in Twitter just
after that, which was grasped by the suddenly width change
of “river” graph after 2:37 GMT. It is also interesting to see
that more people expressed negative tweets in the period.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Diverse topics are discussed in Microblog services. Sentiment classifications on tweets suffer from the problems of
lack of adapting to unpredictable topics and labeled data,
and extremely sparse text. Therefore we formally propose

Fig. 5. The timeline visualization results of President Debate.
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an adaptive multiclass SVM model in co-training scheme,
i.e., TASC, transferring an initial common sentiment classifier to a topic-adaptive one by adapting to unlabeled data
and features. TASC-t is designed to adapt along a timeline
for the dynamics of tweets. Compared with the well-known
baselines, our algorithm achieves promising increases in
mean accuracy on the six topics from public tweet corpuses.
Besides a well-designed visualization graph is demonstrated
in the experiments, showing its effectiveness of visualizing
the sentiment trends and intensities on dynamic tweets.
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